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Kapaayxos B.A. E1 - 11560 
K sonpocy o cynb6e MJOOBa npH MI"HOBeHHOM aeneHBII 

weaoaTOMOB 

Ha OCHOBSHIIH CTSTHCTH'IeCKOfi MO!le;IH paCC'-iSTPHBSeTCst npouecc 

STOMBOI"O 38XB8T8 MIOOHS OCK011K8'-IH DpH MI"IIOBe!iH0'-1 aeneHHH Me308TOM8, 

flOK838HO, 'ITO C BepOSITHOCTblO 92% Me30H ysneKaeTCll TlllKe.'lblM OCK011KOM, 

Pa60T8 BbJn011Hella II na6opaTOpHH ll!lepHblX npo6neM OIIHH. 

npeDpHHT 061>eAHHeHHOI"O IIHCTHTyT8 !lllepHbiX IICC11eAOB8HIIA, lly6Ha 1978 

Karnaukhov V.A. E1 - ll560 
On Muon Fate in the Prompt Fission of Heavy ~esic 

Atoms 

Atomic muon capture by fragments in prompt mesic atom 
fission has been considered on the basis of a statistical model. 
According to this model it should be expected that the muon is 
attracted by a heavy fragment with an about 92% probability. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 

of Nuclear Problems, JII\.'R. 
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The radiationless 2p -ls transition of muons in the 
heavy mesic atom is accompanied by fission (prompt fis
sion) with a significant probability. A further muon beha
viour is as follows. The meson remains on one of the exci
ted fragments. Since the excitation energy of fragments 
exceeds the muon binding energy in the ls -state, there 
is a possibility for its conversion. This process is simi
lar to the electron conversion of gamma-transitions. 

The probability of meson conversion has been calcula
ted in refs. 11- 31 . The recent paper 131 has shown that 
the probability of the process depends significantly on the 
fact by what fragment a meson is carried away, since me
son conversion from the light fragment is about 30 times 
greater than that from the heavy one. The estimation by 
means of the formulas of the molecular _predissociation 
theory has allowed the authors of ref. 13 to conclude that 
a muon is captured to the K-shell of the heavy and light 
fragments at an about equal rate. In this case a light frag
ment is mainly responsible for muon reemission, and the 
total probability of the process is calculated to be equal 
to 9% (El) or 30% (E2) normalized to the number of 
prompt fission events. 

Up till now there has been no experimental data avai
lable on the probability of meson conversion. However, 
in ref/41 some experimental results have been obtained 
from which it follows that the meson is carried away by 
a heavy fragment in more than 80% events of prompt fis
sion of the 238 u mesic atom. The contradiction of this 
fact to the prediction of ref. 131 has forced us to estimate 
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the probability of the atomic muon capture by heavy and 
light fragments on the basis of another model. 

The meson in the ls -state of the heavy mesic atom 
stays the greater part of time in the nucleus forming 
with it a unified system. A characteristic time of meson 
motion in the nucleus is some orders of magnitude smal
ler than that of the excited nucleus with respect to fis-
sion. Therefore, the fission process is adiabatic with res
pect to meson motion. This allows one to use the statisti
cal model for estimating the probability of various chan
nels of the mesic atom fission resulting from the radiation
less transition. Denote by w

11
L and W~H fission probability 

with the meson capture to tne K, -sheu of light and heavy 
fragments, respectively. These values are proportional 
to the densities of the final states 

WilL- pL(E~)·pH(E~)·p~ 
(1) 

W (E") (E") " /lH- PL L •pH H •pK ' 

where p L and PH are densities of the states of light 
·and heavy fragments, P K is density of the states of the 
transitional motion of fragments, EL and EH are exci
tation energies of the light and heavy fragments, respecti
vely. 

The meson transfer from a light fragment to a heavy 
one, while the fissioning nucleus is approaching the scis
sion point, gives the energy gain ~E ,., B 11H - B 11 L • where 
B

11
H and :s 11 L are the muon binding energies in the ls

state of the heavy and light mesic fragments. The reverse 
muon exchange requires energy consumption. It seems 
reasonable to assume that this process results mainly in 
the change of the fragment excitation energy. Thus, we 
assume in formula (1) that 

'= " E"+E" -E'+E' +(B -B ) .. 
PK p K ' L H L H 11H ll L 
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In the constant temperature model from eq. (1) we 
'obtain 

W /lH /WIlL-=- exp [ (B /lH -BIlL )/T] . 

For the purpose of evaluation we take xenon and stron
tium as heavy and light fragments. Then B11H- B11 L = 
= 2.5 MeV 15 ~ For nuclear temperature we take a value 
of 1.0 MeV obtained from the fission neutron spectra 161

• 

This gives W H/W 
11

L= 12. Hence, it follows that the me
son should "land" on a heavy fragment in about 92% of 
events. This evaluation agrees with the results of ref. 141 

Let us use the obtained ~alue of W11 H /W 11 L to estimate 
the muon conversion probability per prompt fission event. 
For this purpose we take the probability values for muon 
conversion from heavy and light fragments calculated in 
ref. 131 . As a result, the total probability of muon con
version is found to be equal to - 2%, and only in one fourth 
of cases the conversion from heavy fragments takes 
place (for El -transitions). 

It seems interesting to measure fragment kinetic 
energy and the average neutron number for the prompt 
fission of mesic atoms. These measurements may give 
important information on the muon influence on fission 
dynamics and on the mechanism of muon atomic capture 
by fission fragments. 

The author is grateful to D.F .Zaretsky for fruitful 
discussions. 
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